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Abstract
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Introduction The rise of innovative fitness programs such as CrossFit is notice-

able. CrossFit is a core strength and conditioning program with "constantly var-

ied, high-intensity, functional movement" (Glassman, 2004) and is referred to as

a fitness trend, but it is about time it loses the trend title, because it has not lost

any momentum since entering the market of exercising options. Dropout and non-

compliance are major contributors to the problem of physical inactivity. Perceptions

of exertion, affective responses (e.g. displeasure or discomfort) and physiological

stress could make the exercise experience aversive, particularly for beginners (Lind

et al., 2009). Up to now measures that are used are often not reflecting the full

range of affective responses to exercise, because sampling protocols are missing the

dynamic affective changes in response to the exercise itself and only depicting pos-

texercise changes (Backhouse, et al., 2007).

Theoretical Foundations It has been shown that in nearly all individuals high-

intensity exercise can cause a decrease in pleasure during the workout, followed by

a rapid and robust rebound during the first few seconds or minutes after the training

is terminated (e.g. Van Landuyt et al., 2000; Hall et al., 2002; Parfitt et al., 2006).

Both as the intensity of exercise increases and as the duration progresses, affects re-

spond in a dynamic fashion (Ekkekakis et al., 2004). Therefore, to fully understand

the dynamics of the affective response to an exercise bout, repeated assessments

during and after the bout seem necessary (Backhouse et al., 2007).

Theory The purpose of this study is to compare the affective dose-response to

physical activity in light to moderate and high intensity training and to examine the

changes in enjoyment with a "translational" research design, with additional inter-
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est on inter-individual differences and the accurate representation of the shape of

the affective response.

Methods Participants were 16 female subjects (MEAN (SD); age 23.31 (2.70)

years) processing a 10-week high intensity CrossFit training (MEAN (SD); training

7.56 (1.63) sessions) and 7 female subjects (MEAN (SD); age 23.71 (2.56) years)

processing a 10-week low to moderate intensity Pilates-Mix training (MEAN (SD);

training 7.14 (2.12) sessions). Valence was assessed with the Feeling Scale (FS;

Hardy and Rejeski, 1989) before, at half time of the workout, upon termination,

and at least 10 min postexercise. The Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE; Borg,

1985) was used as a measure of perceived effort at the beginning of the exercise, at

half time of the workout and upon termination. Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale

(PACES; Kendzierski and DeCarlo, 1991) was assessed before the first bout of the

training, before the fifth and the tenth bout of training.

Results CrossFit participants reached a higher fitness level comparing the first

and the last workout. Repeated-measures ANOVAs (pre, post) on the FS showed

significant positive time effects in both CrossFit and Pilates. Increase in pre to

post feelings is not significantly affected by intensities. During exercise time points

showed significant differences between intensities. A quadratic time effect with also

negative feelings and inter-individual differences in CrossFit and a linear time effect

with persistent positive feelings in Pilates. Enjoyment is not significantly affected

by physical activity in both CrossFit and Pilates.

Conclusion The design of this study followed the request to translate findings

from research into ecologically valid "real-world" settings. Beyond the oft-cited

"feel-better" effect, exercise might also produce changes that are unpleasant in high-

intensities with inter-individual differences. CrossFit has the potential, with its user-

friendly high-intensity environment, to achieve more pleasure and less displeasure

in everyday tasks through gaining physiological resistance.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

Everyone seems to agree on one thing: CrossFit meets in a box. From there, opin-

ions collide. CrossFit is a myth - and at the center of a fitness revolution. Having

grown from 13 boxes in 2005 to over seven thousand1 boxes worldwide, CrossFit is

referred to as a fitness trend, but it is about time it loses the trend title, because it has

not lost any momentum since entering the market of exercising options. CrossFit

affiliates regard themselves being responsible for forging elite fitness, in any com-

bination of functional movement across a broad range of challenges or demands.

The idea behind CrossFit is a good one - it promotes community, the importance

of strength training, compound movements and even healthy competition, with its

positive, beginner-friendly environment. Novices wonder why people who "Cross-

Fit" are so happy - and healthy. Seeing benefits in such a short amount of time

of training is encouraging, especially if you have a busy lifestyle. High-pressure

conditions of modern living have led to an increase in the number of individuals

suffering from mental health problems. Anecdotal reports are praising the benefits

of exercise for the psychological health, which is not merely the absence of disease,

but rather the lifelong active pursuit of a holistic sense of well-being. (Ekkeka-

kis and Backhouse, 2009). Despite the well-established physical and psychological

benefits derived from leading a physically active life, rates of people living a seden-

tary lifestyle remain high. According to the World Health Organization (2003), it

is estimated that worldwide over 60% of adults are not physically active enough,

to benefit their health. Dropout and non-compliance are major contributors to the

problem of physical inactivity. Perceptions of exertion, affective responses (e.g.

displeasure or discomfort) and physiological stress could make the exercise expe-

rience aversive, particularly for beginners (Lind et al., 2009). The assessment of

affective responses (i.e. the "goodness" or "badness" of what people feel) to ex-

ercise has been and continues to be a hotly debated issue within exercise psychol-

ogy (Ekkekakis and Petruzzello, 2000). Recent investigations of research in Sport-

1http://map.crossfit.com/
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Introduction

and Exercise-psychology discussed the now reliably established phenomenon of the

exercise-induced "feel-better" effect, although the effect is not universal, which is

typically associated with moderate levels of exercise intensity (i.e., below the ven-

tilatory threshold) and, for some individuals, even with intensities that are slightly

higher (Ekkekakis, 2013).

The purpose of the study is to compare the affective dose-response to physical ac-

tivity in light to moderate and high intensity training and to examine the changes in

enjoyment with a "translational" research design, with additional interest on inter-

individual differences and the accurate representation of the shape of the affective

response.
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2 A brief History of Affect Measurements in Exercise

Psychology

With Fox (1999) quoting that "exercise makes you feel good" a hotly debate in exer-

cise psychology2 started. Past decades of research dealing with the affective changes

that accompany single bouts of exercise, supported that consensus (also see Biddle,

2000; Morgan, 1985). Researchers around Ekkekakis (Ekkekakis and Petruzzello,

1999; Van Landuyt et al., 2000) began to debate recent measurement methods and

developed a new era of research in well-being and enjoyment of physical activity

(e.g. the Circumplex Model, Ekkekakis and Petruzzello, 2002). Correspondingly

Ekkekakis and Petruzzello (2000) discussed the termination of "what one feels" and

suggested to focus primarily on basic affects (i.e. positive or negative, pleasant or

unpleasant) and use the term "affect" as an umbrella term encompassing both basic

affects and distinct affective states (Williams et al., 2008). Recently new findings in

the affective response to exercise have been achieved and forced scientists to over-

think common illustrations and models (e.g. Dual-Mode Theory, Ekkekakis, 2003).

Concentrating not only on pre- and post-measurements of affects, during exercise

time points, as well as the individual response to varying intensities, were consid-

ered (for a review see Ekkekakis et al., 2011, and section 3.4 Previous Studies).

Now research has to examine affects and well-being in non-laboratory settings (i.e.

sport-type specific) to gather information and develop knowledge for further health-

promoting suggestions when designing exercise training for different settings and

purposes.

2Exercise psychology deals with health and well-being through physical activity, in contrast to
sport psychology which is examining more the aspect of athletic performance (Weinberg and Gould,
2011)
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3 Theoretical Foundations

Evidence points to beneficial affective changes through exercise, but this relation-

ship is influenced by the intensity of exercise. Newer studies illustrate a fundamen-

tally different picture of the intensity-affect-relation than earlier ones (Ekkekakis

et al., 2011).

3.1 Exercise Intensity

According to Ekkekakis and Petruzzello (1999) the practice of defining exercise in-

tensity in terms of arbitrarily selected percentage levels of VO2max, HRmax or HRR

should not be considered an effective method of standardizing exercise loads. The-

oretical reasoning, based on adaptational considerations, as well as preliminary ev-

idence from the RPE (5.2.2 Perceived Exertion) and the FS (5.2.1 Feelings) liter-

ature, suggest that a more scientifically adequate method would be to define exer-

cise intensity in terms of adaptationally significant metabolic landmarks, such as

the lactate and gas exchange thresholds and the power-time asymptote (i.e. lactate

steady state). The typology of exercise intensity presented by Gaesser and Poole

(1996) may be used as a guide together with the RPE-rates of the exercise intensity

classification by Garber et al. (2011). Based on the commonalities in underlying

physiology, three distinct exercise intensity domains are postulated. The domain

of "moderate exercise" (RPE ≤ 13) includes all workloads below the lactate and

ventilatory threshold. The domain of "heavy exercise" (or vigorous, RPE 14-17)

extends from the lactate threshold to the work load where lactate steady state (i.e.,

lactate appearance and removal rates can be balanced) is maintained (close to the

ventilatory threshold). The "severe exercise" (or maximal, RPE ≥ 18) domain ex-

tends from above the lactate steady state and ventilatory threshold to VO2max, where

neither VO2 nor blood lactate can be stabilized; rather, both rise inexorably until

fatigue ensues, at which point VO2 achieves its maximum, as shown in figure 1.

Table 1 shows the classification of exercise intensity.

10
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averaged 1–2 units at VT and below VT, but greater than
3 units above VT (Ekkekakis et al. 2008; Rose & Parfitt
2007; Parfitt et al. 2006). Qualitative data (Rose &
Parfitt 2007) support the interindividual variability in
response at the different intensities and also the role
of cognitive factors (for example, perception of ability,
interpretation of the intensity, outcomes from exercise),
and the assorted interpretation of the interoceptive cues
during exercise at the three domains of intensity.

Self-selection of Exercise

Over the last three decades, researchers (e.g. Williams
2008; Ekkekakis & Lind 2006; Parfitt et al. 2006;

Dishman et al. 1994; Dishman 1987; Sallis et al. 1986;
Morgan 1985) have called for the consideration of indi-
vidual preferences when prescribing exercise programs
and hence giving individuals a sense of ownership over
their physical behavior. A survey by King et al. (1990)
of 399 company employees, with differing ages and
exercise behaviors, illustrated a greater interest in
exercise if employees were able to select the mode,
intensity, and duration of exercise themselves. One
explanation for this is that individuals resent being
“told” what intensity and duration to exercise at, and
that this inherent fear of loss of control can have a
detrimental effect on future behavior (Reynolds 2001;
Markland 1999; Nix et al. 1999). From an exercise per-
spective, Morgan (1985) suggested that “it is quite prob-
able that investigators who ask participants in research
studies to exercise at their customary or preferred level
of intensity would be more likely to observe positive
psychological outcomes than investigators who require
all individuals to exercise at the same intensity (e.g.
70% V

.
O2max), because the latter (i.e. non-preferred)

might be perceived as aversive” (p 9).
Self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan 1985) pro-

vides one motivational framework that supports the
inclusion of preference in the exercise environment.
When provided with choice or preference, an individ-
ual’s autonomy is being supported. This perceived
control itself could lead to a more positive affective
experience, greater levels of enjoyment and enhanced
intrinsic motivation (Vallerand & Rousseau 2001). In
studies where exercise mode preference (Parfitt &
Gledhill 2004; Daley & Maynard 2003) or exercise inten-
sity preference (Lind et al. 2008, 2005; Rose & Parfitt
2007; Parfitt et al. 2006; Ekkekakis & Lind 2005; Focht
& Hausenblas 2003; Dishman et al. 1994) have been
manipulated, data support the beneficial effect on acute
affective responses. Further, in directly assessing the
role of autonomy, recent evidence with sedentary Greek
women indicates that a loss of autonomy in setting the
exercise intensity negatively influenced exercise moti-
vation and some affective responses (Vazou-Ekkekakis
& Ekkekakis 2009). In the context of health promotion,
choice and positive affective responses may be funda-
mental in the avoidance of the “revolving door” phe-
nomenon (individuals quitting an exercise program soon
after commencing; Dishman 2001).

The primary concern of exercise practitioners, from
a health promotion perspective, is the need to ensure
that individuals who commence an exercise program
are working at an intensity that will confer physiologi-
cal benefits. Importantly, when allowed choice, studies
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Fig. 1 Stylized representation of physiological responses rel-
ative to the ventilatory threshold (VT) during exercise in below
VT, at VT, above VT and self-selected intensity conditions.

Fig. 2 Stylized representation of affective valence responses
during exercise in below ventilatory threshold (VT), at VT,
above VT and self-selected intensity conditions.

Figure 1: Stylized representation of physiological responses relative to the ventilatory
threshold (VT) during exercise in below VT, @VT, above VT and self-selected intensity
conditions by Parfitt and Hughes (2009).

Table 1: Classification of exercise intensity: relative and absolute exercise intensity for
cardiorespiratory endurance.

Relative Intensity Absolute
Intensity

Intensity %HRmax %VO2max RPE METs

Very light < 57 < 37 < 9 < 2
Light 57–63 37–45 9–11 2.0–2.9

< VT Moderate 64–76 46–63 12–13 3.0-5.9
@ VT Vigorous 77–95 64–90 14–17 6.0–8.7
> VT Near-

maximal
to maximal

≥ 96 ≥ 91 ≥ 18 ≥ 8.8

Table adapted from the American College of Sports Medicine (Garber et al., 2011) and
Gaesser and Poole (1996). VT: ventilatory treshold; %HRmax: percent of maximal heart
rate; %VO2max: percent of maximal oxygen uptake; RPE: ratings of perceived exertion;
MET: Metabolic Equivalent of Task.
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3.2 Affective Responses to Exercise

Affective responses to exercise are subject to multiple influences, including the

physiological and psychological characteristics of the participants, the physiolog-

ical demands of the exercise stimulus, the physical and social environment, and a

multitude of situational appraisals, all of which probably form a complex web of

interactions (Backhouse et al., 2007).

3.2.1 The "Feel-Better" Effect

To keep people physically active and thus enable them to benefit from the effects

of exercise, the exercise must be pleasant. Referring to Ekkekakis (2013), the

exercise-induced "feel-better" effect is a reliably established phenomenon. Back-

house et al. (2007) complains, that past decades of research dealing with the affec-

tive changes that accompany single bouts of exercise, supports the consensus that

"exercise makes you feel good" (Fox, 1999; also see Biddle, 2000; Morgan, 1985).

But high rates of physical inactivity stand in contrast with exercise making peo-

ple feel better. This is certainly not the case with other activities that most people

find pleasant, such as eating when hungry, resting after a tiring day, or engaging

in sexual relationships. Preliminary data suggest that usually people tend to grav-

itate towards behavioral choices that make them feel better. On the contrary, they

tend to avoid options that make them feel worse or those, which, even if somewhat

pleasant, cannot compete successfully with other, more pleasant alternatives. For

a convincing resolution, one possibility is that exercise can produce other affective

changes, beyond the "feel-better" effect, including changes that are unpleasant. By

the end of the 1990s, the database on the "feel-better" phenomenon included many

studies (for reviews, see Ekkekakis and Petruzzello, 1999) that assessed affects only

before and at various time points after the exercise bout – not during. In the early

part of the twenty-first century, research on the exercise–pleasure-relationship en-

tered a new phase, characterized by an updated methodological and conceptual ap-

proach. Instead of limiting assessment to only the pre- and postexercise time points,

12
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newer studies use repeated measurements to track changes in valence and activation

throughout the exercise bout and recovery period. Specifically, within the moder-

ate domain, most healthy individuals report stable or increasing levels of pleasure

during exercise, typically followed by further improvements during the postexercise

period (Ekkekakis, 2013). Both as the intensity of exercise increases (e.g. Ekkeka-

kis et al., 2004; Hall et al., 2002) and as the duration progresses (e.g. Acevedo et al.,

1996; Bixby et al., 2001; Parfitt et al., 2006), affects respond in an often nonlinearly

dynamic fashion. Because of these dynamically and often instantaneously responds

to changing conditions, the examination of pre-to-post changes may misrepresent

the true shape of the response trajectory as it unfolds over time. Recent studies also

include examinations of changes at the level of subgroups and individual partici-

pants, instead of focusing solely on the analyses of change at the level of the entire

sample. The reason for this is, that not all individuals respond to the same exercise

stimulus in the same direction. Some may report increases, but others decreases in

pleasure. Consequently, analyses of change at the level of the sample mean may

conceal disparate and divergent patterns of change at the level of individuals.

3.2.2 The Exercise Intensity - Affect Relationship

The exercise-induced "feel-better" effect is typically associated with "moderate"

levels of exercise intensity (i.e., below the ventilatory threshold). Here an individual

can exercise for a long time while physiological indices, such as heart rate, oxygen

uptake, and blood lactate, can remain stable. When the intensity exceeds the ven-

tilatory threshold, in what is called the "heavy" domain of intensity, physiological

steady-state is disrupted (i.e., even when the workload remains constant, physio-

logical indices begin to rise) and an organism-wide stress response begins (e.g.,

lactate accumulation rises, accompanied by increases in catecholamine and cortisol

concentrations, and a sympathetic shift in autonomic activity). Affective responses

begin to exhibit interindividual variability: some individuals continue to report in-

creases in pleasure, while others report decreases. Evidence shows that people differ

13
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in their preference for different levels of exercise intensity and exhibit different lev-

els of tolerance to high-intensity exercise. "Severe" intensity, the domain when the

intensity exceeds the respiratory compensation point and the maintenance of phys-

iological steady-state is no longer possible, physiological indices rise continuously

until the person reaches the limits of tolerance and has to stop. This directive comes

in the form of an universal, automatic, and cognitively unmanageable negative af-

fective response that quickly and effectively diminishes any desire to continue. This

irrepressible negative affective response appears to be driven by two factors acting

jointly, as redundant safeguards (Ekkekakis and Acevedo, 2006). First, there is an

overwhelming intensification of afferent cues from the strained body. Physiological

variables, such as ventilation, oxygen uptake, lactate concentration and core tem-

perature, account for most of the reliable variance in reports of affective valence

within the domain of severe intensity (Ekkekakis, 2003). Second, there is a sig-

nificant reduction in the oxygenation and, therefore, presumably the activity of the

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, an area known to be involved in the cognitive control

of negative affects (Ekkekakis and Backhouse, 2009). Finally, once the strenuous

activity is stopped, there is a rapid (among physically fit individuals, instantaneous)

affective rebound from negativity to positivity (figure 2), consistent with the "af-

fective or hedonic contrast" phenomenon described by Solomon (1980, 1991). The

magnitude of the rebound is proportional to the extent of the negative shift during a

strenuous bout of exercise, but typically somewhat larger in absolute terms (Ekke-

kakis et al., 2008). Thus, as a result of this rebound, within seconds or minutes, the

postexercise affective state may become more positive than the pre-exercise state.

Although such pre-to-post improvements of affect were interpreted in the past as ad-

ditional evidence for the exerciseinduced "feel-better" effect, this interpretation is

debatable. A more appropriate interpretation is that the positivity is not a response

to the exercise itself, but rather to the cessation of exercise (Ekkekakis, 2013). An

overview of affective responses to varying levels of exercise intensity is given in

table 2.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of a typical affective response to strenuous exercise
(e.g., at intensity exceeding the ventilatory threshold), illustrating the affective decline dur-
ing the bout (-) and the affective rebound after the bout, leading to a postexercise state that
is more positive than the pre-exercise one (+) from Ekkekakis (2013)

Table 2: Affective responses to varying levels of exercise intensity (Biddle and Mutrie,
2008)

Intensity
range

Affective
reaction to
exercise

Variability
of response

Influencing
factors

Moderate Pleasure Homogeneous Cognitive factors play
a small role

Heavy Pleasure or
displeasure

Variable Cognitive factors play
a major role

Severe Displeasure Homogeneous Interoceptive factors
play a major role

15
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averaged 1–2 units at VT and below VT, but greater than
3 units above VT (Ekkekakis et al. 2008; Rose & Parfitt
2007; Parfitt et al. 2006). Qualitative data (Rose &
Parfitt 2007) support the interindividual variability in
response at the different intensities and also the role
of cognitive factors (for example, perception of ability,
interpretation of the intensity, outcomes from exercise),
and the assorted interpretation of the interoceptive cues
during exercise at the three domains of intensity.

Self-selection of Exercise

Over the last three decades, researchers (e.g. Williams
2008; Ekkekakis & Lind 2006; Parfitt et al. 2006;

Dishman et al. 1994; Dishman 1987; Sallis et al. 1986;
Morgan 1985) have called for the consideration of indi-
vidual preferences when prescribing exercise programs
and hence giving individuals a sense of ownership over
their physical behavior. A survey by King et al. (1990)
of 399 company employees, with differing ages and
exercise behaviors, illustrated a greater interest in
exercise if employees were able to select the mode,
intensity, and duration of exercise themselves. One
explanation for this is that individuals resent being
“told” what intensity and duration to exercise at, and
that this inherent fear of loss of control can have a
detrimental effect on future behavior (Reynolds 2001;
Markland 1999; Nix et al. 1999). From an exercise per-
spective, Morgan (1985) suggested that “it is quite prob-
able that investigators who ask participants in research
studies to exercise at their customary or preferred level
of intensity would be more likely to observe positive
psychological outcomes than investigators who require
all individuals to exercise at the same intensity (e.g.
70% V

.
O2max), because the latter (i.e. non-preferred)

might be perceived as aversive” (p 9).
Self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan 1985) pro-

vides one motivational framework that supports the
inclusion of preference in the exercise environment.
When provided with choice or preference, an individ-
ual’s autonomy is being supported. This perceived
control itself could lead to a more positive affective
experience, greater levels of enjoyment and enhanced
intrinsic motivation (Vallerand & Rousseau 2001). In
studies where exercise mode preference (Parfitt &
Gledhill 2004; Daley & Maynard 2003) or exercise inten-
sity preference (Lind et al. 2008, 2005; Rose & Parfitt
2007; Parfitt et al. 2006; Ekkekakis & Lind 2005; Focht
& Hausenblas 2003; Dishman et al. 1994) have been
manipulated, data support the beneficial effect on acute
affective responses. Further, in directly assessing the
role of autonomy, recent evidence with sedentary Greek
women indicates that a loss of autonomy in setting the
exercise intensity negatively influenced exercise moti-
vation and some affective responses (Vazou-Ekkekakis
& Ekkekakis 2009). In the context of health promotion,
choice and positive affective responses may be funda-
mental in the avoidance of the “revolving door” phe-
nomenon (individuals quitting an exercise program soon
after commencing; Dishman 2001).

The primary concern of exercise practitioners, from
a health promotion perspective, is the need to ensure
that individuals who commence an exercise program
are working at an intensity that will confer physiologi-
cal benefits. Importantly, when allowed choice, studies
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Fig. 1 Stylized representation of physiological responses rel-
ative to the ventilatory threshold (VT) during exercise in below
VT, at VT, above VT and self-selected intensity conditions.

Fig. 2 Stylized representation of affective valence responses
during exercise in below ventilatory threshold (VT), at VT,
above VT and self-selected intensity conditions.

Figure 3: Stylized representation of affective valence responses during exercise in below
ventilatory threshold (VT), @VT, above VT and self-selected intensity conditions by Parfitt
and Hughes (2009).

3.2.3 Dose-Response Relationship

An "inverted-U" relationship between exercise intensity and affect is often assumed

to exist (see Kirkcaldy and Shephard, 1990). This is where low levels of exercise

intensity are thought to be insufficient to elicit much affective change, whereas ex-

ercise that is too severe will be ineffective or simply aversive, thus leaving moderate

intensity exercise as the optimal dose for affective benefits (Biddle and Ekkekakis,

2005). The data concerning changes during exercise, and the role of the ventila-

tory threshold identified by Ekkekakis and colleagues, supports an alternative, more

complex, dose–response model, as shown in figure 3.

Dual-Mode Model Ekkekakis (2003) proposed the "dual-mode model" to explain

inter-individual differences in affect during exercise of varying intensities. Accord-

ing to a "dual-mode" theoretical model, the affective responses to exercise are the

result of the continuous interplay between two general factors: Cognitive variables

such as appraisal, self-efficacy, self-presentational concerns, or attributions and so-

cial context, and interoceptive3 variables such as respiratory or muscular cues, cues
3Interoception is used interchangeably to refer to the representation of peripheral autonomic

changes, and more generally, physiological feedback from the whole body, as well as its perception
and has been postulated to play an important role in emotional experience (Wiens, 2005).
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from baroreceptors, thermoreceptors and visceroreceptors in the heart and lungs

(Rose and Parfitt, 2007). The relative salience of these two factors is expected to

vary systematically as a function of exercise intensity. Cognitive variables, shaped

by personal experiences, individual personality variables, personal goal achieve-

ments, etc., being the dominant determinants of affect at intensities below and prox-

imal to the ventilatory threshold. All of these factors are unique to the individual

(Ekkekakis, 2003). Thus, there may be heterogeneity in the affective responses to

exercise below the ventilatory threshold due to the inter-individual differences in

interpretation of the exercise (Rose and Parfitt, 2007). Interoceptive variables are

gradually increasing their influence at intensities above the ventilatory threshold

and until the point of maximal capacity (Ekkekakis, 2003; Ekkekakis et al., 2005b).

These physiological cues have been referred to as primary emotions, because they

bypass the cerebral cortex and do not allow for the potential impact of cognitive

processes (Damasio, 1995). The dual-mode theory suggests that, as the intensity of

exercise begins to exceed the level associated with the ventilatory threshold, the role

of cognition in controlling affect is reduced, as a barrage of inherently unpleasant

interoceptive cues flood consciousness (Ekkekakis and Backhouse, 2009) with less

inter-individual variability in the affective responses (Ekkekakis et al., 2005b; Hall

et al., 2002).

Evolutionary perspective Ekkekakis et al. (2005b) quotes that physical activity

has been an integral part of life for the human species throughout its evolutionary

history. A central thesis underpinning the proposed model is that physical activity

must be considered from an evolutionary and adaptational perspective, a poten-

tially insightful conceptual vantage point that has been all but ignored in exercise

psychology. Even though direct empirical evidence is difficult to obtain, physical

performance capacity is believed to be closely related to adaptation and Darwinian

fitness, the relative reproductive success of a genotype. It is clear that certain as-

pects of the adaptational significance of physical activity behavior for humans have
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changed during evolution (e.g. in most cases, it is no longer necessary to exert one-

self to obtain food or to fight off predators). Importantly, human anatomy and phys-

iology have remained essentially unchanged since the later palaeolithic era (which

ended approximately 15000 years ago)4. Ekkekakis et al. (2005b) consider physical

activity being relevant to survival (both to promote and endanger it) and affective re-

sponses as manifestations of evolved psychological mechanisms, selected for their

ability to promote health and well-being or to solve recurrent adaptational prob-

lems. Thus they consider pleasure to signify utility and displeasure to signify dan-

ger. As well as different levels of physical activity intensity may entail either utility

or danger. Affective responses, including those that originate in the body, depend

on a hierarchically organized system involving multiple layers of control. This sys-

tem ranges from oligosynaptic, subcortical and evolutionarily primitive pathways

that underlie survival- critical, automatic or obligatory responses at the bottom and

polysynaptic, evolutionarily recent, cortical pathways producing complex, flexible

and highly individualized responses at the top (Ekkekakis et al., 2005b). Based

on this, some types of affective responses can be induced directly by somatic af-

ferent cues and some require cognitive elaboration. In the particular case of the

affective responses to physical activity, the shifts between different levels of control

appear to be systematic and largely dependent on the intensity of the activity (Ekke-

kakis, 2003). Specifically affective responses to high intensity activity have been

shown to correlate closely with indices of physiological strain, indicating a direct

link between somatic afferents and the affective centers of the brain. The presence

of variability in affective responses (i.e. pleasure responses in some individuals,

displeasure in others) could be interpreted as an indication, that the situation entails

neither definite benefit nor definite danger (but perhaps a trade-off between benefit

and risk).
4CrossFit is also widespread combined with a paleolithic diet. A modern nutritional plan that

excludes grains and refined sugar, based on the presumed ancient diet of wild plants and animals
that various hominid species habitually consumed during the Paleolithic era, which ended with the
development of agriculture and grain-based diets.
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Opponent-Process Theory Solomon (1980) suggested in his Opponent-Process

theory, that any positive or less negative affective responses reported postexercise,

may be in response to a very different experience during exercise. According to

Solomon, the "exhilaration following endurance-challenging exercise" is an exam-

ple of the operation of an opponent process. This theory suggests that the initial

affective reaction to strenuous exercise is driven by the so-called "α-process", result-

ing in aversion and discomfort. However, this process always arouses an opponent

process, the so-called "β-process", which is characterized by the opposite affective

quality (i.e. positive hedonic tone). The teleological purpose of the β-process is

to return the organism to a state of affective equilibrium. The interaction of these

processes over time controls the intensity and the quality of the resultant affect. The

β-process is hypothesized to be of longer latency, relative to the α-process, and of

slow buildup and slow decay. Thus, its effects persist after the termination of the ex-

ercise bout and are responsible for the feelings of lowered tension and exhilaration

experienced postexercise. Solomon (1991) proposed that the α-process "closely

tracks the stimulus intensity" and, once it "reaches a critical intensity", it "trips" the

opponent-process into action.

3.3 Enjoyment

Physical activity is associated with psychological well-being, as increasing evidence

suggests that exercise can promote mental as well as physical well-being (Raedeke,

2007). Thus it seems obvious that an element of enjoyment of physical activity

must also be present. Enjoyment is an important part of motivation, particularly

when physical effort might be required, like in exercise classes (Biddle and Mutrie,

2008). Motl et al. (2001) describe enjoyment as a positive affective state that reflects

feelings such as pleasure, liking and fun and argues that studies have indicated that

enjoyment may be associated with physical activity. This goes along with Jekauc

et al. (2013), who declares, that several empirical studies provide evidence for an

association between enjoyment and psychological responses to exercise. One of
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the assumptions underlying recent physical activity recommendations is that lower

doses of activity (i.e.intensity and duration) are more enjoyable for the average per-

son (Ekkekakis and Petruzzello, 1999).

3.4 Previous Studies

3.4.1 Exercise Intensity and Affective Responses

In Ekkekakis et al. (2011) review 33 articles published from 1999 to 2009 on the

relationship between exercise intensity and affective responses were examined. Un-

like 31 studies that were published until 1998 and were examined in a 1999 review

(see Ekkekakis and Petruzzello, 1999), these more recent studies have provided ev-

idence of a relation between the intensity of exercise and affective responses. 14

studies out of them give results, which support the here applied study design and

can be divided into three categories of operationally defined exercise intensities:

1. Exercise intensity as different percentages of the maximal exercise capacity

(Oweis et al., 2001)

2. Exercise intensity defined in relation to the ventilatory threshold [VT], lactate

threshold [LT] or the onset of blood lactate accumulation (Ekkekakis et al.,

2008; Sheppard and Parfitt, 2008a; Kilpatrick et al., 2007; Rose and Parfitt,

2007; Backhouse et al., 2007; Parfitt et al., 2006)

3. Exercise intensity defined as different stages of graded exercise tests (Ekke-

kakis et al., 2010; Sheppard and Parfitt, 2008b; Welch et al., 2007; Ekkekakis

et al., 2004; Hall et al., 2004; Acevedo et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2002)

Oweis et al. (2001) examined the relationship between exercise intensity and af-

fective responses of 21 females (age: 55.5 years). 10 min stationary cycling (plus

2 min warm-up and 2 min cool-down) were compared with light (45% VO2max),

moderate (60% VO2max) and heavy (75% VO2max) exercise intensities. The FS has
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been measured directly following each physical activity bout and resulted in lower

feelings after high than light and moderate intensity conditions.

Ekkekakis et al. (2008) measured the FS of 14 female and 16 male subjects (age:

21.2 years) in a 15 min treadmill protocol in different sessions, at pre- and postcool-

down, every 3 min during, 10 and 20 min post exercise. Regardless of intensity, FS

improved from pre- to all-times postexercise. During exercise, FS declined signif-

icantly in the >VT (10% VO2max >VT) condition, whereas decreased during <VT

(20% VO2max <VT) and were smaller and not significant @VT.

Sheppard and Parfitt (2008a) examined the effect of low and high intensity station-

ary cycling on 11 males and 11 females (age: 13.3 years) with 15 min (plus 3 min

warm-up). Intensities were low (80% of power output @VT) and high (130% of

power output @VT) and self-selected. FS was administered 5 min pre-, immedi-

ately before the start, last 45 sec of each 5 min period during and 5, 10, 15 and 30

min postexercise. No difference in FS between the low and selfselected intensity

was found. FS became less positive during exercise in the high-intensity condi-

tion but not in the low- or self-selected intensity condition. In pre-to-post analyses,

FS was found to be lower immediately post and 5 min post in the high-intensity

condition. There was also an increase in FS from 5 min pre to 30 min post in the

self-selected condition.

Kilpatrick et al. (2007) tested 20 males and 17 females (age: 23.9) in stationary

cycling (total work equated) for 30 min at 85% of VT in the moderate domain and

for 24.2 min at 105% of VT in the heavy domain. FS was measured immediately

before exercise, every 6 min (85% VT) or every 5 min (105% VT), after cool-down

and 15 min postexercise, whereas no FS differences between intensities before or

after exercise but a significant intensity by time interaction during exercise were

reported with a significant decrease from baseline feelings throughout the heavy

domain. No significant changes were measured in the moderate domain.

Rose and Parfitt (2007) used a 20 min treadmill exercise protocol with different

exercise conditions: <LT (67.04% VO2max), @LT (75.79% VO2max), >LT (85.27%
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VO2max) and self-selected (60.20% VO2max). 19 female participants (age: 39.37

years) reported their feelings at the last 45 sec before the end of each 5 min period

during, after cool-down and at 10 and 20 min postexercise. Results showed that

FS less positive >LT than <LT, @LT, and selfselected. Feelings at self-selected

conditions were more positive than @LT. No differences between <LT and @LT

or between selfselected and <LT were found. At >LT, FS was less positive post-

than pre-exercise (but more positive by 10 min post). For all other conditions, no

differences between pre and post could be confirmed.

Backhouse et al. (2007) tested 12 males (age: 20.8 years) in running or walking

between two lines, 20 m apart, at various speeds relative to estimated individual

VO2max values. Part A) involved five 15 min exercise periods, separated by 3 min

of recovery, with 11 repeated cycles during the 15 min exercise period. One cycle

included (a) 3 times 20 m at walking pace, (b) 1 time 20 m at maximum running

speed, (c) 4 s of recovery, (d) 3 times 20 m at a running speed corresponding to

55% of estimated VO2max, and (e) 3 times 20 m at a running speed, corresponding to

95% of individual VO2max. Part B) involved continuous shuttle running, alternating

between 20 m at a speed corresponding to 55% and 20 m at a speed corresponding to

95% of estimated VO2max. This pattern was repeated until the participant was unable

to maintain the required speed for two consecutive shuttle runs at 95% VO2max. Part

B) lasted approximately 10–15 min. The FS was administered before, every 15 min

(at the end of each of the five 15 min blocks of Part A), upon termination (end of

Part B) and 15 min postexercise (total of eight times). FS showed no differences

between pre and post. During exercise FS showed a significant main effect for time

with a decline in feelings.

Parfitt et al. (2006) examined the affective response of 12 male subjects (age: 26.5

years), while 20 min treadmill exercising below LT (39.8% VO2max), above LT

(72.6% VO2max) and selfselected (54.1% VO2max). FS was measured pre, at the

last 45 sec of each 5 min period during, at the last 45 sec of each 10 min period fol-

lowing up to 30 min postexercise. During exercise, FS became less positive and ul-
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timately negative above threshold, but remained positive and stable in the other two

conditions. The levels were more positive during self-selected and below threshold

than above threshold, with no difference between below threshold and selfselected.

FS was more positive at all time points post compared with pre, with no differences

between intensities.

Ekkekakis et al. (2010) measured feelings in 9 normal weight women (age: 43.7

years), 8 overweight women (age: 39.1 years) and 7 obese women (age: 44.7 years)

at six time points during a maximal treadmill test (rest, warm-up, 1 min before VT,

min of VT, min after VT, final min) plus cool-down and 20 min seated recovery.

FS declined gradually during the test and was lower overall for the obese women

compared with the other two groups.

Sheppard and Parfitt (2008b) analyzed 23 sedentary males (13 with age: 35.3 years,

and 10 with age: 12.5 years) at five time points (second min, min before VT, min

of VT, second min after VT, last min) and every 2 min during maximal stationary

cycling (18.9 min for men, 14.0 min for boys). No age group showed a main effect

or interaction with time. Significant declines in FS were confirmed after the VT

(quadratic declines in FS from VT to the final min in both men and boys).

Welch et al. (2007) tested 20 inactive females (age: 23.2 years) in a maximal sta-

tionary cycling test (10.43 min). FS was measured before, every min during (at six

time points: first min, min before VT, min of VT, min after VT, second min after VT,

last min) and at 0, 5, 10 and 20 min postexercise. FS declined continuously during

the test (compared with min 1, all subsequent time points were lower). However,

declines were larger following the min after the VT till the end. No changes in FS

from pre- to post-0 or post-5, but increases from pre- to post-10 and post-20 were

measured.

Ekkekakis et al. (2004) tested with 2 different treadmill protocols: A) 13 females

and 17 males (age 23.6 years) performed a 3 min warm-up, 2 min stages of running,

and alternating increases either in speed by 1.6 km h−1 or in grade by 2% at every

stage for 11.3 min. B) 14 females and 16 males (age: 21.4 years) performed a 5
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min warm-up, 1 min stages of running and alternating increases either in speed by

0.8 km h−1 or in grades by 1% at every stage for 12.1 min. FS was measured every

min during a maximal test at the first min and 2 min, min before VT, min of VT,

1 min and 2 min after the VT, last min and 2 min before end. Quadratic decline

patterns of feelings were shown across both protocols. Follow-up analyses showed

that the only three-point segments for which the quadratic decline was significant

were those starting with the VT to VT + 2 min.

Hall et al. (2004) examined feelings in 12 male subjects (age: 24 years) with a

maximal test on a recumbent cycle. FS was assessed at 4 time points during exercise

(50 Watts, before VT, @VT and the last stage), as well as every 2 min during and

10 min postexercise. Feelings are stable for before VT but declined sharply @VT

and during the last stage. There was a rebound of feelings 10 min postexercise.

Acevedo et al.’s (2003) study consisted of 3 consecutive treadmill runs (a minimum

of 5 min per intensity) at different intensities performed by 11 male competitive dis-

tance runners (age: 22.6 years)at 10% below LT, @LT and 10% above LT. Feelings

were administered during the fifth (final) min of each intensity run. Results showed

a significant decline in FS over time, but follow-up analyses showed that the decline

was only significant from LT to 10% above LT (where FS ratings were below zero).

No significant relationships between FS and other variables below and at LT were

found. Above LT, FS was related to RPE (r = -0.67).

Hall et al. (2002) conducted feelings in 13 females and 17 males (age: 23.9 years)

before, at eight time points during (first and 2 min, min before VT, min of VT,

1 and 2 min after the VT, last 2 min each), immediately after cool-down, min 10

and 20 min postexercise, in a 11.3 min maximal treadmill test. During the test, FS

gradually declined. Every min-to-min change, starting with 1 min after the VT and

until test termination, was significant. FS improved from pre to all time points post.

The examined studies reveal that:

1. Pre and post analyses showed no differences in feelings.
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2. Pleasure is reduced as the intensity increases, mainly above the ventilatory or

lactate threshold, or the onset of blood lactate accumulation.

3. There are pleasant changes at sub-threshold intensities for most individuals,

a large inter-individual variability close to the ventilatory or lactate threshold

and homogeneously negative changes at supra-threshold intensities. When

the intensity is self-selected, rather than imposed, it appears to foster greater

tolerance to higher intensity levels.

4. In 7 of in these studies assessed valence rates became negative during ex-

ercise, commonly in the heavy intensity domain (Hall et al., 2002; Acevedo

et al., 2003; Ekkekakis et al., 2004; Parfitt et al., 2006; Backhouse et al., 2007;

Rose and Parfitt, 2007; Sheppard and Parfitt, 2008b).

5. Methodological variations are found across all studies.

6. Nearly all studies took place in a laboratory.

3.4.2 Enjoyment

The most commonly used measure of participant-reported enjoyment is the Physi-

cal Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES). Enjoyment has been positively associated

with social support, as friends, family, and professionals can enhance physical ac-

tivity experiences by providing instrumental, informational, emotional, and moti-

vational support (Chogahara, 1999). To date, no version of the PACES has been

tested for longitudinal invariance and therefore it is difficult to ascertain whether

changes in the PACES, or lack thereof, may be attributable to true effects, or to the

effects of an unstable, time-dependent measure (Mullen et al., 2011). Rhodes et al.

(2009) showed that many interventions designed to change affects, as measured by

the PACES, have been ineffective. It is possible, however, that the psychometric

properties of the PACES, and other affect scales, are unstable, which could lead re-

searchers to draw false conclusions about any relationships with physical activity.

Consistent with work done by Motl et al. (2001) and Moore et al. (2009) in younger

populations, Mullen et al. (2011) found that the (original 18-item) PACES did not
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represent a strong 1-factor model for a sample of older adults. Additionally, an

8-item measure that has previously been used with adult samples (Raedeke, 2007)

also failed to provide an adequate fit.

3.4.3 CrossFit Training

The physiological benefits due to CrossFit training are not discussed widespread at

the moment. Only 6 studies used a CrossFit program to investigate physiological

adaptions. The psychological component has not examined yet.

Smith et al. (2013) examined the effects of a CrossFit-based high intensity power

training (HIPT) program, on aerobic fitness and body composition, over 10 weeks

with weekly training sessions. Following the training program, a significant in-

crease in relative VO2max and decrease in percent body fat were observed in subjects

of both genders, across all levels of fitness.

Patel (2012) tested in a 8 week, 3 times per week, randomized controlled pilot trial

design (using a pretest/posttest comparison group) the benefits of CrossFit com-

pared to A-RT (Combined Aerobic and Resistance Training). Principal findings of

this study were that the training caused improvements to muscular endurance within

the CF and A-RT groups and improvements in peak aerobic capacity within the CF

group. No changes in glucose control were seen in either group. However, de-

spite exercising significantly less times per week, CF training demonstrated greater

improvements in fitness measures than A-RT.

Platek et al. (2011) examined in two quasi-experimental studies, with non-rando-

mized participants user-submitted data for specific CF workouts, over four time

points. Individuals who participated in regular CF training improved muscular en-

durance and strength over time. Similar improvements to fitness were experienced

in a military population when CF training was compared to a standard Army fitness

program in a quasi-experimental, non-randomized group experiment lead by Glass-

man (2006). After 12 weeks of training the CF groups experienced equal or greater

cardiovascular improvements, while performing less than half the running. Results
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suggested that the CF groups matched or out performed the standard groups. CF

may also proved to be an more effective training method, than less intense proto-

cols, for improving glucose control, fitness, and body composition in overweight

and obese individuals, due to combining aspects of aerobic and resistance training,

together to be done at relativity high intensities, in a short amount of time.

Paine et al. (2010) tested the efficiency of the CrossFit fitness program and method-

ology to increase the physical fitness of U.S. Army Soldiers. This study measured

the change in level of physical fitness (defined as an athlete’s work capacity across

broad time periods and modal domains) of 14 athletes, during six weeks of physical

training, utilizing the CrossFit program, with a minimum of four one hour train-

ing sessions per week. Every athlete experienced an increase in their work capac-

ity, measured in terms of power output, with an average increase of 20%. Results

demonstrating the CrossFit programs ability to increase the level of physical fitness

of above-average athletes, who in theory would have less capacity for improvement.

Additionally, the individual motivation, to maintaining the intensity and developing

new physical skills, appears to be one of the major observed differences, between

above-average athletes and average or below average athletes. CrossFit produces a

broad and inclusive brand of fitness.

Kraemer et al. (1995) tested the compatibility of high-intensity resistance training

and aerobic endurance training on skeletal muscle tissue and hormonal adaptations.

Results showed that combining high-intensity resistance and aerobic training fur-

ther enhances skeletal muscle size and cortisol levels in comparison to resistance

training alone. CrossFit training combines highly intensive resistance and aerobic

training, which may theoretically produce results similar to those reported by this

group of researchers (OHara et al., 2012).

In summary, individuals who participated in regular CF training:

1. improved muscular endurance and strength over time,

2. increased in work capacity,

3. experienced cardiovascular improvements,
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4. enhanced skeletal muscle size and cortisol levels,

5. improved in peak aerobic capacity,

6. increased in relative VO2max,

7. decreased in percent body fat.

4 Theory

Hypothesis 1

It is hypothesized that there are differences between light to moderate and high

intensity training in affects measured postexercise compared to affects measured

prior to exercise.

Hypothesis 2

It is hypothesized that there are differences between light to moderate and high

intensity training in affects measured during exercise compared to affects measured

prior to and postexercise.

Hypothesis 3

It is hypothesized that there are differences between light to moderate and high

intensity training in enjoyment over time.
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5 Material and Methods

5.1 Subjects

Subjects were healthy undergraduate students and have been recruited over college

sports courses. The enrollment to either CrossFit or Pilates Mix occurred by their

own decision, without prior knowledge of the studies contents. Although the ini-

tial recruiting was not limited by sex, the class participants were overwhelmingly

female, with men representing only 13.5% of volunteers. As a result, only the data

from female students were used for statistical analysis. Participants were moderate

sportive with apparently no abnormal body constitution. They had no experience

with CrossFit training before and Pilates attendees had little or no experience with

Pilates training. In the first class they signed an informed consent about the purpose

and procedures of the experiment and got instructed in measurement methods, as

explained in section 5.2 (Measures). Out of the original 37 participants (24 Cross-

Fit, 13 Pilates), a total of 26 (23 females, 3 males) fully completed the training

programs. Eleven (29.7%) subjects dropped out of the training program in CrossFit

(20.8%) and (46.2%) in Pilates, after the first exercise bout, or they did not partic-

ipate to at least 40% of the classes. Descriptive Data of Participants is shown in

table 3.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics (MEAN±SD) of used participant data

Total CrossFit Pilates
Variable (n=23) (n=16) (n=7)

Age (years) 23.43 ± 2.61 23.31 ± 2.70 23.71 ± 2.56
Sessions 7.43 ± 1.75 7.56 ± 1.63 7.14 ± 2.12

5.1.1 CrossFit

CrossFit is a core strength and conditioning program created in 1995 by Greg

Glassman, a life-long physical fitness trainer and gymnast from America. Cross-
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Fit training is prescribed as "constantly varied, high-intensity, functional move-

ment” (Glassman, 2010). Functional describes the exercises utilizing movements

most representative of natural movement. Variance refers to a divergence from

strictly fixed notions of sets, rest periods, repetitions, exercises, order of exercises,

routines, or periodization. And high intensity addresses the amount of work per-

formed and the time required to complete it-average power (Canadian Defence

Force, 2008). It is also called a "high intensity power training" (HIPT) program

(Smith et al., 2013) and incorporates high intensity resistance training, using var-

ied, multiple joint movements. Primarily "high intensity interval training" (HIIT)

has been used as an alternative to traditional endurance training for the improve-

ment of aerobic fitness. HIPT differs from traditional HIIT in that it includes a lack

of a prescribed rest period, focus on sustained high power output and use of multi-

ple joint movements. Another description for CrossFit is "high intensity functional

training" (HIFT), which mimics movements seen or experienced in everyday life

(Patel, 2012). CrossFit is also seen as extreme conditioning program (ECPs) that

is characterized by high-volume aggressive training workouts, which use a vari-

ety of high intensity exercises and often timed maximal number of repetitions with

short rest periods between sets (Bergeron et al., 2011). All the characterizations

have one in common: The fitness of the CrossFit program advocates and devel-

ops is broad, general, and inclusive (Glassman, 2004). The CrossFit method is the

idea that CrossFit is the “sport of fitness” - it attempts to harness the, “natural ca-

maraderie, competition, and fun of sport”, by keeping score, timing workouts and

defining rules and standards of performance (Glassman, 2010).

"The CrossFit program’s concepts of fitness rest on three standards.

The first standard is the 10 general physical skills, which include: car-

dio respiratory endurance, stamina, strength, flexibility, power, speed,

coordination, agility, balance, and accuracy. By this standard an ath-

lete is as fit as they are competent across these 10 skills. The second

standard encapsulates the idea that fitness is about performing well at a
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broad range of physical tasks. The third standard is the ability of ath-

letes to perform well across the three metabolic pathways that provide

energy for all human activity. These are the phosphagen, glycolytic and

oxidative pathways." (Paine et al., 2010)

CrossFit Modalities Modalities of workouts are variable. Focus can be more on

mono-structural metabolic conditioning or “cardio”, gymnastics and body-weight

exercises or weightlifting, power-lifting and olympic lifts. The metabolic condi-

tioning is the purpose of which is primarily to improve cardiorespiratory capacity

and stamina. The gymnastics modality comprises body weight exercises and ele-

ments or calisthenics and its primary purpose is to improve body control by im-

proving neurological components like coordination, balance, agility and accuracy,

and to improve functional upper body capacity and trunk strength. The weightlift-

ing modality comprises the most important weight training basics, olympic lifts and

power-lifting, where the aim is primarily to increase strength, power, and hip and

leg capacity. So the template encourages the development of new skills, generates

unique stressors, crosses modes, incorporates quality movements and hits all three

metabolic pathways (Glassman, 2010). The model CrossFit offers allows for wide

variance of mode, exercise, metabolic pathway, rest, intensity, sets, and repetitions.

The elements, or exercises, chosen for each modality were selected for their func-

tionality, neuroendocrine response, and overall capacity to dramatically and broadly

impact the human body.

CrossFit Structure In a typical 60 minute CrossFit class 8-10 athletes conduct a

warm-up, a skill or strength development segment and then a “Workout of the Day”

or WOD. The WOD by design varies from day to day, but typically includes a mix-

ture of functional exercises, conducted at high intensity, from anywhere between 5

and 20 minutes. The workouts are announced just before training classes, so that

competitors don’t know the content of today’s training until they enter the class.
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Training often ends with elements such as planking5 or Jane Fonda6 inspired side-

lying leg lifts. Post-WOD commonly focuses on functional stretching, shoulder

band stretches and roll-outs with a roller 7.

Workouts Table 13 (in the appendix) shows all ten weekly changing CrossFit

Workouts. Workout modalities, as well as time needed for completion are stated

in brackets. Modalities are monostructural metabolic conditioning [M], gymnas-

tics and bodyweight exercises [G] and weightlifting [W]. WOD one and ten were

equal and have been used as benchmark to provide information about the physical

development. Workout styles differ in a constantly varied manner:

a) AMRAP (“as many repetitions or rounds as possible”) uses varying time do-

mains: 7, 12 and 15 minutes to complete two, three or four circling exercises

for variable repetitions.

b) Rounds for time, with repetitions for a best time performed, with the goal of

completing the exercises as quickly as possible in three, four or five rounds.

c) Rounds for time, with each exercise for one minute and one minute rest be-

tween rounds.

d) EMOM ("every minute on the minute") picks one movement to be done with

the same number of repetitions as the number of minutes until the number

of repetitions can not be completed anymore in one minute. This is usually

referred to as a "death by..." workout routine.

e) Teams of 2 or 3 with only one partner working at a time. Total repetitions are

split to both athletes doing one half each.

5Planking is a isometric exercise for strengthening abdominal muscles.
6Jane Fonda is an American actress and fitness guru of the 80s.
7Blackroll is a tool for regeneration and self-massage, to release the myofascia and helps to

prevent muscle ache and improves recovery of the muscle, to increase performance.
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f) 21-15-9-4 repetitions. "Fran style", of two exercises circling, all done for

time. One exercise is performed with 21-15-9-4 repetitions alternating with

the other exercise performed with 4-9-15-21 repetitions.

The also popular "Tabata" workout has not been conducted in training sessions.

There the athletes goal is to do as many repetitions of the assigned exercise as pos-

sible, for twenty seconds. After resting for ten seconds, this is repeated seven more

times, for a total of 8 intervals and 4 minutes of total exercise.

Figure 4: A look inside a CrossFit training class doing wallballs

5.1.2 Pilates

The Pilates Method of Physical and Mental Conditioning (Latey, 2001) is a com-

prehensive method of stretching and strengthening exercises, that together aim to

create a strong and limber body (Muscolino and Cipriani, 2004a). It was developed

by Joseph Pilates in the early twentieth century. The principles have been refined by

Friedman and Eisen in the 1980s, to the recent understanding of applied anatomy,

physiology and kinesiology. This exercise system mixes the practical movement

styles and ideas of gymnastics, martial arts, yoga and dance, with philosophical
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notions. Core strength, flexibility, balance, uniform development, posture, coordi-

nation of breathing with movement and efficient movement patterns, are all benefits

of Pilates training (Segal et al., 2004). Today, not only athletes use the Pilates

method extensively, but the general public is beginning to use it for general fitness.

There are now almost as many variations to the Pilates method as there are people

who practice it. Advocates report that the exercises can be adapted to provide either

gentle strength training for rehabilitation or challenge skilled athletes with a vigor-

ous workout (Segal et al., 2004), since exercises are always tailored to the clients’

particular needs, body types, weaknesses and strengths. But Pilates is only a pro-

ductive approach if the client already has good body awareness and flexibility, no

injuries or problems and is happy to build strength in set areas rather than carefully

working specific muscles. Latey (2001) quotes eligible, that

"nevertheless a sound modern interpretation of the method can be ap-

plied safely to both fit and unfit people, and ranges from post-trauma

rehabilitation to fitness for the ordinary or elderly body; and can be

extended to the fine-tuning of elite athletes and dancers."

Pilates Modalities Pilates involves closed kinetic-chain exercises, that have one

factor in common; they all strengthen the powerhouse8, because all Pilates exercises

constantly work the powerhouse (Muscolino and Cipriani, 2004b). It is most effec-

tive to think of focusing on stabilizing, or anchoring, the area of the body that is not

in motion. This is called "Integrated Isolation" in contrast to "isolating" - the fitness

world’s focus on certain muscles and/or muscle groups that are moving during an

exercise. By avoiding strain or pain through attention to detail, precision and flow

of movement is sustained.

Six fundamental principles clearly describe how to exercise correctly, whereas the

quality of each movement is emphasized (Latey, 2001):
8The powerhouse in Pilates is defined as extending from the pelvic floor inferiorly to the ribcage

superiorly. Effectively, the powerhouse is the center of the body (Muscolino and Cipriani, 2004a).
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1. Concentration

2. Control

3. Centering ("powerhouse" and "box"9.)

4. Flowing movement

5. Precision

6. Breathing

Defining characteristics of Pilates-inspired exercises (Lange et al., 2000) that are

used in Pilates-Mix classes are:

1. Exercises are done on floor mats and equipment.

2. Exercises are done lying, sitting, kneeling, standing and in other postures.

3. Movements are slow and deliberate, with few repetitions (usually about 10).

4. Breath, core (body center), shoulder girdle and limb control are progressively

enhanced.

5. Small pieces of equipment include exercise balls and Airex Balance Pads10.

Pilates-Mix Structure Pilates-Mix training is usually performed in small groups

of about 10 people. Sessions take 60 minutes and start with a 15 minutes warm-up,

including dynamic and static elements in an upright position, with spacious move-

ments. Motions are partly common from fitness gymnastics as marching, sidestep,

leg-curl, v-step and chaussee, as well as arm-swinging variants, shadow boxing,

one-leg-stand and "archer" to both sides. The subsequent mat-work uses standing

and lying exercises like corkscrew, arrow, windmill, strengthening exercises in "all-

fours position", air squat and lying side kick series with focus on strengthening and

stretching. Training ends with 5-10 minutes relaxing on the mat.

9The box is defined by two horizontal lines; one between the tops of both shoulders, and the
second line between both hip joints (Muscolino and Cipriani, 2004a).

10Airex Balance Pads are used for balance, mobility, standing stability, and motor-skill training.
Balance Pads improve joint stability through moderate instability.
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5.2 Measures

5.2.1 Feelings

Affective responses were assessed by the dimensions of affective valence with the

Feeling Scale (FS; Hardy and Rejeski, 1989). The FS is an 11-point, single-item,

bipolar measure of pleasure-displeasure, which ranges from +5 to –5, anchors at

zero ("neutral") and at all odd integers "very good" (+5), "good" (+3), "fairly good"

(+1), "neutral" (0), "fairly bad" (-1), "bad" (-3) and "very bad" (–5). This rating

scale has been selected, because repeated administrations of multi-item question-

naires concerning affects during exercise were deemed impractical or were sus-

pected of causing such problems as acting as a distraction, irritating the partici-

pants, or prompting response carryovers (Backhouse et al., 2007). The scale is not

designed to measure various categories of emotions. Rather, the Feeling Scale is

used to differentiate between feelings along the continuum of core emotions: plea-

sure or pleasantness versus displeasure or unpleasantness (Frijda, 1988) related to

the exercise experience. FS has been used in several previous exercise studies con-

ducted by various laboratories around the world and have exhibited satisfactory

convergent and discriminating validity. The following instruction, modified from

Hardy and Rejeski (1989), has been explained to the participants before the first

bout of training:

"Throughout the exercise session, I will ask you to rate how you feel

using the Feeling Scale (either reported verbal or by pointing on the

scale). While participating in exercise, it is quite common to experience

changes in how you feel. You may find that exercise can be pleasant

(and make you feel good), or you may find it to be unpleasant (and

make you feel bad). Additionally, your feelings may change over time.

You might feel good and bad a number of times during exercise. The

Feeling Scale is used to measure these responses. The scale ranges

from negative 5, "very bad", to positive 5, "very good". "0" represents
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neutral feeling, neither good nor bad. Your answer may stay the same

or may change, and there are no correct or incorrect answers. Please

point to the number or report verbally the number spontaneously that

best describes how you are feeling when you are asked."

5.2.2 Perceived Exertion

The Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE; Borg, 1985, 1998) was used as a measure

of perceived effort during exercise. The Swedish psychologist, Dr. Gunnar Borg,

pioneered the measurement of perceptual effort, or perceived exertion, during ex-

ercise testing (Morrow et al., 2010). Perceived exertion is the mental perception

of the intensity of physical work. It measures feelings of effort, strain, discom-

fort, and/or fatigue experienced during both aerobic and resistance training. There

are several versions of this psychophysiological scale with specific purposes and

applications. It is used for clinical, ergonomic, pedagogical and sporting applica-

tions and takes into account the individual fitness level. Garcin et al. (2012) states,

that during the last 50 years, numerous scales have been developed to evaluate the

perceived exertion, but the rating of the perceived exertion scale of Borg remains

the most frequently used one. RPE scale values correlate with exercise variables

such as heart rate, ventilation, lactic acid production, percent VO2max, and workload

(Morrow et al., 2010). So this scale can be used independently, or in conjunction

with the physiological variables, to regulate exercise intensities in various popula-

tions with different modes and intensities of exercise, and consequently to prescribe

exercise intensity (Garcin et al., 2012). Multiplying the Borg score by 10 gives

an approximate heart rate for a particular level of activity (Swain and Leutholtz,

1997). The utilized Borg Scale version is a 15-point scale ranging from 6 to 20,

with anchors ranging from "no feeling of exertion" to "maximal exertion". The

range of sensations corresponded to the scale. Number 6 was made in reference to

the feelings during rest, whereas number 20 referred to the maximal level of exer-

tion. The Borg scale is simple to understand and very user-friendly. The subject
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simply gives a verbal or visual score from the scale during the exercise at specific

time points. One’s perception of physical exertion is a subjective assessment that

incorporates information from the internal and external environment of the body.

Therefore clients were instructed to report the overall sensation of effort and not

to localize their rating on how the legs feel or how difficult the breathing is. For

measures the German version by the "Deutsches Ärzteblatt international" (Borg,

2004) has been used, with following instructions, explained before the first exer-

cise bout, using the ACSM11(American College of Sports Medicine, 2009) standard

guidelines in measuring perceived exertion:

"While doing physical activity, we want you to rate your perception of

exertion. This feeling should reflect how heavy and strenuous the ex-

ercise feels to you, combining all sensations and feelings of physical

stress, effort, and fatigue. Do not concern yourself with any one factor

such as leg pain or shortness of breath, but try to focus on your total

feeling of exertion. Look at the rating scale below while you are engag-

ing in an activity; it ranges from 6 to 20, where 6 means "no exertion at

all" and 20 means "maximal exertion." Try to appraise your feeling of

exertion as honestly as possible, without thinking about what the actual

physical load is. Your own feeling of effort and exertion is important,

not how it compares to other people’s. Please point to the number or

report verbally the number spontaneously from the scale that best de-

scribes your level of exertion. There is no right or wrong in rating the

perception of exertion."

5.2.3 Enjoyment

The Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES; Kendzierski and DeCarlo, 1991)

is developed as instrument to assess the extent to which an individual enjoys doing
11The American College of Sports Medicine is the largest sports medicine and exercise science

organization in the world and is dedicated to advancing and integrating scientific research to provide
educational and practical applications of exercise science and sports medicine.
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physical activity. The original PACES consists of 18 statements on a scale between

two bipolar adjectives (e.g., enjoy-hate, bored-interested, pleasant-unpleasant) with

seven response categories. The revised scale by Motl et al. (2000) is an 16-item

measure, where respondents were asked to rate the items beginning with "When I

am physically active..." using a five-point Likert-type scale (1 = "disagree a lot" to

5 = "agree a lot"). Seven items are reverse scored. Higher PACES scores reflect

greater levels of enjoyment. For measures the German version of the revised Phys-

ical Activity Enjoyment Scale has been used, translated and validated by Jekauc

et al. (2013). It is sufficiently reliable and its reliability is comparable with that of

the English version. The German and English version of the PACES contain the

same item and scale formatting.

5.3 Procedures

Participants completed a weekly, total-body strength training over 10 weeks, which

lasted up to 60 minutes in duration either in high intensity CrossFit or low inten-

sity Pilates classes that were preprogrammed and led either by a certified CrossFit

Level 1 instructor or by a certified Pilates trainer. Type of Sport assignment was

self-selected by participants. CrossFit was performed in three classes of 8 people at

vigorous intensity, relative to each person’s ability and fitness level, whereas Pilates

was performed in one class of 13 people at low to moderate intensity, relative to

each person’s ability and fitness level. In CrossFit, the first and the last workouts

have been benchmark workouts. They are equal to compare the total number of

repetitions in exercises of each participant to measure the level of fitness. FS (5.2.1

Feelings) was administered before (pre-task FS), at half time of the workouts (half-

task FS), upon termination (fatigue FS) and at least 10 min postexercise (post-task

FS). RPE (5.2.2 Perceived Exertion) was administered one minute after starting to

workout (start RPE), at half time of the workouts (half-task RPE) and upon termina-

tion (fatigue RPE). In Pilates, due to the workout structure, start RPE has not been
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measured. PACES questionnaires (5.2.3 Enjoyment) were completed unaffiliated

before the first, fifth and tenth training session.

5.4 Statistical Analysis

In order to compare the conclusions that would be drawn from a typical pre-to-

post analysis of change, with those that would emerge from a protocol involving

multiple during-exercise assessments, separate repeated-measures ANOVAs were

conducted. One set of analyses compared the preexercise to the postexercise ratings

on the FS and the other examined changes over the during-exercise time points.

Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon corrections of the degrees of freedom were applied

when the sphericity assumption was violated. Significant effects were followed-

up by Bonferroni-adjusted multiple comparisons and calculations of effect sizes

[d = (Mi - M j/SDpooled)]. Welch’s F test was used, if Levene’s F test revealed that

the homogeneity of variance assumption was not met. The alpha level for signif-

icance is p = .05. Pearson’s correlational analyses (two-tailed) were conducted in

and between FS and RPE. PACES scores were recoded to compare the total score

over the three time points with repeated-measures ANOVAs. Subsequently all es-

tablished analyses were performed to examine a group-comparison between Cross-

Fit and Pilates training.

6 Results

6.1 Benchmark Workouts

6.1.1 Repetitions

A total of 11 participants completed both benchmark workouts at the first and last

CrossFit session (see table 4 and figure 5). Subjects reached a 35.4% (SD = 16.6)

higher level of repetitions from the first benchmark workout to the last benchmark

workout. The minimal improvement is +10.5%, maximal +72.7% more repeti-
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Table 4: Repetitions in Benchmark Workouts

Subject Sessions Workout 1 Workout 10 Change (in %)

2 7 165 285 +72.7 %
10 8 195 285 +46.2 %
5 7 210 302 +43.8 %
3 7 210 300 +42.9 %
11 10 191 267 +39.8 %
17 10 300 398 +32.7 %
13 8 240 308 +28.3 %
9 10 240 307 +27.9 %
6 7 240 300 +25.0 %
4 9 180 215 +19.4 %
7 9 285 315 +10.5 %

tions have been reached. The result is statistically confirmed with F(1,10) = 85.47,

p < .001***, η2 = .90, d = 1.75.

Figure 5: Repetitions in Benchmark Workouts
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6.1.2 Feelings in Benchmark Workouts

Comparing feelings in both benchmark workouts, pre ratings with 4.09 (SD = 1.04)

are significantly different in the first workout than in the tenth workout with 2.09

(SD = 0.94) confirmed with F(1,10) = 18.33, p < .01**, η2 = .65, d = 2.01). How-

ever half, fatigue and post-ratings of feelings are not different on average and post-

feelings are strong and positively correlated (r = .65, p < .05*).

6.2 Perceived Exertion

CrossFit Subjects performed physical activity over all 3 time points (start - half

- fatigue) in CrossFit with RPE of 14.4 (SD = 2.3) and heavy intensity at or above

the ventilatory threshold (see section 3.1 Exercise Intensity). Ratings of perceived

exertion increased linear over time by CrossFit athletes. 4.2% of the time was per-

formed in the easy domain (start: 12.5%), 27.1% in the moderate domain (start:

75.0%, half 6.3%), 52.1% in the heavy domain (start: 12.5%, half: 87.5%, fatigue:

56.3%) and 16.7% in the severe domain (half: 6.3%, fatigue: 43.8%). There is a

linear time effect between RPE in CrossFit (F(1.46,21.84) = 141.78, p < .001***,

η2 = .90, with Greenhouse-Geisser correction, ε = .73). Results of multivariate

tests show differences of RPE over the three time points (V = .92, F(3,5) = 82.88,

p < .001***, η2 = .92).

Pilates In Pilates participants trained with RPE of 11.8 (SD = 0.7) in the light to

moderate domain below the ventilatory threshold. 42.9% of the time was performed

in the easy domain (half: 14.3%, fatigue: 71.4%) and 57.1% in the moderate domain

(half: 85.7%, fatigue: 28.6%). RPE in Pilates decreased to the end of the exercise

bout. In Pilates there are no significant differences in RPE between both time points

(F(1,6) = 2.72, p = .15, η2 = .31, d = 0.75).

Comparisons between CrossFit and Pilates In average, CrossFit participants

experienced higher rates of perceived exertion than Pilates participants in both time
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Table 5: Ratings of Perceived Exertion in CrossFit and Pilates and Classification of Inten-
sities

RPE min max M ± SD intensity

CrossFit start 6 20 13.05 ± 1.48 moderate
(n=16) half 9 20 15.65 ± 1.40 heavy

fatigue 13 20 17.62 ± 1.37 heavy

Pilates half 9 15 12.34 ± 0.91 moderate
(n=7) fatigue 6 15 11.32 ± 1.69 easy

Figure 6: CrossFit and Pilates Intensity Domains

points half (F(1,21) = 32.71, p < .001***, η2 = .61, d = 2.81) and fatigue (F(1,21)

= 89.40, p < .001***, η2 = .81, d = 4.10), shown in table 5 and figure 6. Over

both time points type of sport has an significant effect on RPE (F(1,21) = 35.01,

p < .001***, η2 = .63).

6.3 Valence

An overview of exercise responses and the measured affects in CrossFit and Pilates

can be seen in table 6 and figure 7. Effects sizes and results of pairwise comparisons
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Figure 7: Comparisons of the Feeling Scale Between CrossFit and Pilates.
Sign. differences between groups: * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

between the means for the feeling scale in CrossFit and Pilates are given in table 7.

Comparisons of feeling scale rates in CrossFit and Pilates are illustrated in table 8.

6.3.1 Analyses from Pre- to Postexercise

CrossFit The results of the comparisons from pre- to postexercise showed an in-

crease of pleasure in CrossFit of 0.72 (SD = 1.30) points (F(1,15) = 4.84, p < .05*,

η2 = .24, d = 0.80).

Pilates Comparisons from pre- to postexercise showed an increase of pleasure in

Pilates of 0.74 (SD = 0.55) points (F(1,6) = 12.64, p < .05*, η2 = .68, d = 1.53) on

the feeling scale. 57% of participants increased less than 1 feeling point and 43%

increased 1 - 1.5 feeling points from pre to post.
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Table 6: Ratings of the Feeling Scale in CrossFit and Pilates

FS min max M ± SD

CrossFit pre -3 5 2.34 ± 0.85
(n=16) half -4 4 -0.41 ± 1.37

fatigue -5 5 -0.82 ± 1.89
post -3 5 3.06 ± 0.93

Pilates pre 1 5 2.90 ± 0.58
(n=7) half 0 4 3.09 ± 0.59

fatigue 2 5 3.58 ± 0.35
post 2 5 3.63 ± 0.36

Comparisons between CrossFit and Pilates Feelings prior to exercise bouts

showed no significant differences between the types of sport (F(1,21) = 2.44, p = .13,

η2 = .10, d = 0.76). Postexercise, CrossFit participants expressed lower rates of

feelings than Pilates participants on average (Welch’s F(1,20.91) = 4.64, p < .05*,

d = 0.82). The estimated omega squared (ω2 = .14) indicated that approximately

14% of the total variation in average score on post feelings is attributable to dif-

ferences between the type of sport. However the change of feelings from pre- to

postexercise is more variable in CrossFit subjects then in Pilates subjects. There

is a significant main effect for the type of sport in feelings pre- to postexercise

(F(1,21) = 5.07, p < .05*, η2 = .20). Whereas the relative change12 of feelings from

pre to post did not differ between CrossFit and Pilates significantly.

6.3.2 Analyses of During-Exercise Time Points

CrossFit Ratings of feelings in CrossFit showed negative scores and more vari-

ability in half and fatigue, as in pre and post measurements. In fatigue measure-

ments the whole range (-5 to +5) in pleasure and displeasure of the feeling scale was

reported and participants showed higher variances and standard deviations. There

12Relative change: Mean of feelings postexercise relativized on baseline (MEAN-FS-post -
MEAN-FS-pre)
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Table 7: Effects Sizes [d = (Mi - M j/SDpooled)] and Results of Pairwise Comparisons Be-
tween the Means for the Feeling Scale in CrossFit and Pilates

FS half fatigue post

CrossFit
pre 2.40*** 2.16*** 0.80*
half 0.25 2.97***
fatigue 2.62***

Pilates
pre 0.34 1.43* 1.53*
half 1.00 1.11
fatigue 0.15

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

is a quadratic time effect between feelings over the four time points in CrossFit

(F(1.99,29.77) = 58.72, p < .001***, η2 = .80 with Greenhouse-Geisser correc-

tion, ε = .66). Results of multivariate tests show differences of feelings over the

four time points (V = .90, F(3,13) = 37.70, p < .001***, η2 = .90). During feel-

ings solely (half and fatigue) are not significantly different and show no time effect

(F(1,15) = 2.73, p = .12, η2 = .15, d = 0.25).

Pilates In Pilates feelings were at no time point negative and increased linear

over time. There is a linear time effect between feelings over all four time points

(F(3,18) = 5.62, p < .01**, η2 = .48) with no significant differences between single

time points (V = .69, F(4,4) = 5.46, p = .16, η2 = .69). During feelings solely (half

and fatigue) are not significantly different and show no time effect (F(1,6) = 5.33,

p = .06, η2 = .47, d = 1.00).

Comparisons between CrossFit and Pilates There is a significant main effect

for type of sport in feelings over all four time points (F(1,21) = 33.88, p < .001***,

η2 = .62) with differences over the four time points (V = .68, F(3,19) = 13.55,

p < .001***, η2 = .68). There is also a significant main effect for type of sport

in during (half and fatigue) feelings (F(1,21) = 5.07, p < .05*, η2 = .20) with dif-
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Table 8: Illustration of Feeling Scale Comparisons in CrossFit and Pilates

FS df F sig (p) η2

pre to post
CrossFit 1,15 4.84a .05* .24
Pilates 1,6 12.64a .05* .68

pre-half-fatigue-post
CrossFit 1.99,29.77 58.72b .001*** .80
Pilates 3,18 5.62b .01** .48

Sign. differences between groups: a: p < .05; b: p < .001.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

ferences over the two time points (V = .19, F(1,21) = 4.88, p < .05*, η2 = .19).

On average, CrossFit participants expressed lower rates of feelings than Pilates par-

ticipants in half (F(1,21) = 41.65, p < .001***, η2 = .67, d = 3.33) and fatigue

(F(1,21) = 36.50, p < .001***, η2 = .64, d = 3.24) time points.

6.3.3 Individual Responses

Figure 7 represents the affective changes at the level of the group average in CrossFit

and Pilates. This figure illustrates a trajectory of change that proceeds through all

four measured timepoints in CrossFit. On average, participants in CrossFit started

from a pleasant state. As the protocol progressed, however, at half time of the

workouts, the average rating was within the unpleasant zone. Upon termination of

exercise, a further decrease in pleasantness was noted. Following a 10 min recovery

period, participants returned to a pleasant state, no different from the one observed

at the pre-exercise assessment. Figure 8 shows the individual patterns of change.

An examination of these patterns reveals a diversity of individual responses that is

masked by focusing on group-level responses. The different panels of the figure

show that some participants response in exactly same manner than on group-level

average (e.g., Participants 1, 5, 16, 22). Although a roughly congruent pattern of

change is evident for most participants (e.g., Participants 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 17), with
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some not entering the negative zone of feelings (e.g., Participants 9, 11, 19). There

are considerable differences in the magnitude and direction of affective change in

other individuals (e.g., Participants 13 and 23). As regards changes in Pilates partic-

ipants, there were no individual changes and therefore no separate figures necessary.

6.4 Correlations of Feelings and RPE

6.4.1 Correlations Between Feelings and RPE

CrossFit Correlations in CrossFit between ratings of perceived exertion and feel-

ings are throughout negative (table 9). Hence there is a systematic to be expected

behind this manner. RPE and feelings are strong and negatively correlated from pre

to half (r = -.71, p < .01**) and pre to fatigue (r = -.64, p < .01**) of the training.

50% of the variability in perceived exertion at half time of the workout and 40%

of the variability in perceived exertion at the end of the workout can be explained

by feelings prior to the exercise bout. The better the participants feel prior to the

exercise bout, the less is the perceived exertion at half time and the end of the train-

ing. RPE and the feeling scale are moderately and negatively correlated in fatigue

measurements (r = -.55, p < .05*). 30% of the variation in fatigue feelings can ac-

count for perceived exertion at the end of the exercise bout. The less the perceived

exertion is at the end of the training, the better participants feel at the same time.

Pilates Correlations in Pilates between RPE and feelings are not significant.

6.4.2 Correlations of RPE

CrossFit Table 10 shows that there is a highly and positive relationship between

perceived exertion at the beginning (start) and half of the exercise bout (r = -.76,

p < .01**) in CrossFit. RPE at the beginning (start) and the final exertion at the end

is moderate and positively correlated (r = -.54, p < .05*). The exertion at the half

time of workouts correlates high and positive with the final exertion at the end.
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Figure 8: Feeling Responses of the 16 CrossFit Participants.
A comparison to the aggregate-level responses illustrated in figure 7 shows that some indi-
viduals responded in a manner generally consistent with the group average, whereas others
showed substantially different patterns of change over the course of the protocol and recov-
ery. (Timepoints: Pre-exercise, half-time of the workout, fatigue, postexercise).
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Table 9: Pearson Product–Moment Correlation Coefficients of FS and RPE in CrossFit and
Pilates

FS/RPE start half fatigue

CrossFit pre -.47 -.71** -.64**
half -.09 -.38 -.45
fatigue -.04 -.41 -.55*
post -.21 -.40 -.43

Pilates pre .04 -.19
half -.44 -.40
fatigue -.32 .15
post .42 .48

* p < .05; ** p < .01

Table 10: Pearson Product–Moment Correlation Coefficients of RPE in CrossFit and Pilates

RPE M ± SD half fatigue

CrossFit start 13.05 ± 1.48 .76** .54*
half 15.65 ± 1.40 .83**
fatigue 17.62 ± 1.37

Pilates half 12.34 ± 0.91 .33
fatigue 11.32 ± 1.69

* p < .05; ** p < .01

Pilates There is no relationship between ratings of perceived exertion in Pilates.

6.4.3 Correlations of Feelings

CrossFit Post feelings in CrossFit are moderately positive related with feelings at

the end of the training (r = -.55, p < .05*) and these feelings at fatigue are strong

and positively correlated with feelings at the half of the exercise bout (r = -.86,

p < .01**). Thus feelings in fatigue can account for about 30% of the variation in

post feelings (table 11).
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Table 11: Pearson Product–Moment Correlation Coefficients of FS in CrossFit and Pilates

FS M ± SD half fatigue post

CrossFit pre 2.34 ± 0.85 .37 .16 -.07
half -0.41 ± 1.37 .86** .44
fatigue -0.82 ± 1.89 .55*
post 3.06 ± 0.93

Pilates pre 2.89 ± 0.58 .46 .41 .39
half 3.09 ± 0.59 .39 -.26
fatigue 3.58 ± 0.35 .57
post 3.63 ± 0.36

* p < .05; ** p < .01

Pilates Significant correlations for feelings could not be obtained in Pilates.

6.5 Enjoyment

The data in table 12 show that PACES total scores13 are not significantly affected

by physical activity neither in CrossFit (F(2,30) = 1.67, p = .21, η2 = .10) nor in

Pilates (F(2,12) = 0.69, p = .52, η2 = .10). There is also no significant time effect

in positive (CrossFit: F(2,30) = 2.32, p = .12, η2 = .13; Pilates: F(2,12) = 0.36,

p = .71, η2 = .06) or negative (CrossFit: F(2,30) = 0.90, p = .42, η2 = .06; Pi-

lates: F(2,12) = 0.50, p = .62, η2 = .08) items. Also comparisons between pre-

and end-measurements of the PACES questionnaire are not significant in all three

variables in both CrossFit (total score: F(1,15) = 1.27, p = .28, η2 = .08; positive:

F(1,15) = 0.38, p = .55, η2 = .03; negative: F(1,15) = 1.29, p = .27, η2 = .08)

and Pilates (total score: F(1,6) = 1.45, p = .27, η2 = .19; positive: F(1,6) = 0.79,

p = .41, η2 = .12; negative: F(1,6) = 2.89, p = .14, η2 = .33). There are no differ-

ences between types of sport in all enjoyment variables over the three time points

(total score: F(2,42) = 1.58, p = .22, η2 = .07; positive: F(2,42) = 1.31, p = .28,

η2 = .06; negative: F(2,42) = 0.98, p = .38, η2 = .05). And there are no differences

13Paces total score = positive items + trans-coded negative items
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Table 12: PACES Scores in CrossFit and Pilates

PACES M ± SD

CrossFit positive pre 38 ± 3.7
(n=16) half 36 ± 5.0

end 37 ± 4.1
negative pre 10 ± 2.1

half 11 ± 3.4
end 11 ± 4.3

total pre 69 ± 5.2
half 67 ± 7.9
end 68 ± 7.5

Pilates positive pre 38 ± 5.0
(n=7) half 38 ± 2.9

end 39 ± 3.0
negative pre 10 ± 2.3

half 9 ± 1.8
end 9 ± 1.7

total pre 70 ± 7.0
half 71 ± 4.1
end 71 ± 4.1

between types of sport in all enjoyment variables over pre and end time points (total

score: F(1,21) = 2.01, p = .17, η2 = .09; positive: F(1,21) = 1.08, p = .31, η2 = .05;

negative: F(1,21) = 1.55, p = .23, η2 = .07).
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7 Discussion

The aim of this thesis was to propose that the affective dose-response to physical

activity differs between high intensity and low to moderate intensity sport and to

examine changes of enjoyment in a "translational" research design with additional

interest on inter-individual differences and the accurate representation of the shape

of the affective response.

Physiological findings CrossFit participants experienced on average an improve-

ment of total repetitions from the first to the last (benchmark) workout of +35.4%.

Therefore it is legit to claim, that subjects improved strength and muscular en-

durance over time with participating less than one time per week over ten weeks

(on average 7.56 workouts) as it is stated in previous studies (Paine et al., 2010;

Platek et al., 2011; Patel, 2012). Exercises between both benchmark workouts were

repeated in no (ringrows) or only one (boxjumps) or two (situps and wallballs) addi-

tional workouts with different modalities (see table 13 in the appendix). That leads

to the conclusion that improvements in repetitions from the first to the tenth work-

out are not due onely because of the specific training of the movements, but also

due to an increase in work capacity and cardiovascular improvements as well as in

increasing coordination, agility, balance, and accuracy (Paine et al., 2010), ending

up in Glassman’s (2004) statement that the fitness CrossFit advocates and develops,

is broad, general and inclusive.

Ratings of Perceived Exertion Measurements of perceived exertion (RPE) and

followed intensity classification by Garber et al. (2011) and Gaesser and Poole

(1996) lead to the conclusion, that subjects performed physical activity over all time

points in CrossFit with heavy intensity at or above the ventilatory threshold and in

Pilates with light to moderate intensity, below the ventilatory threshold. Therefore

differences in the affective behavior to exercise, between both types of sport, are as-
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sumed as researchers did before (Backhouse et al., 2007; Parfitt and Hughes, 2009;

Ekkekakis, 2013).

Hypothesis 1: Feelings Pre- to Postexercise Results of comparisons from pre-

to postexercise showed an increase of pleasure for about 0.72 feeling points in high

intensity training, namely CrossFit, and for about 0.74 feeling points in light to mod-

erate intensity training, Pilates participants. This underlines the "feel-better" effect

(Fox, 1999), limited on pre- to post measurements of physical activity, regardless to

exercise intensity. On average CrossFit participants expressed postexercise signifi-

cant lower rates of feelings than Pilates participants for about -0.57 feeling points.

It is questionable if postexercise feeling measures are only valid when relativized

to the baseline (pre-exercise), or if assessed valence in its absolute rating is directly

comparable, albeit the feelings measured to previous time states. The hypothesis

that there were differences between light to moderate and high intensity training

in affects postexercise, compared to affects measured prior to exercise, can be par-

tially confirmed. The relative change of feelings pre- to postexercise does not differ

between CrossFit and Pilates significantly.

Hypothesis 2: Feelings During Exercise Changes in affects during high intensity

training, compared to affects measured prior to and postexercise, showed a quadratic

time effect with valence decreasing in CrossFit into negative ratings (pre to fatigue:

-3.16 feeling points) and having an affective rebound (fatigue to post: +3.88 feel-

ing points) from negativity to positivity, after exercise cessation, consistent with the

opponent process model described by Solomon (1980, 1991). As Ekkekakis et al.

(2008) suggests, the magnitude of the rebound is proportional to the extent of the

negative shift during a strenuous bout of exercise, but typically somewhat larger

in absolute terms. During light to moderate intensity training, changes in affects

compared to affects measured prior to and postexercise showed a linear time effect

with an increase of valence over time (pre to half: +0.20 feeling points; half to

fatigue: +0.49 feeling points; fatigue to post: +0.05 feeling points), but with no
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significant differences in valence between single time points during exercise. This

result is in line with the findings of Ekkekakis et al. (2011), who revealed, that

light and moderate exercise intensities typically do not have a negative impact on

during-exercise affective states, when analyses of change are performed at the level

of groups. It is estimated, that such intensities may improve affects during exercise,

which is underlined with the results of the Pilates group. The hypothesis, that there

are differences between light to moderate and high intensity training in affects mea-

sured during exercise, compared to affects measured prior to and postexercise, can

be confirmed. There is a significant main effect for type of sport in feelings over

all four time points, as well as in during (half and fatigue) feelings. The results

are consistent with Ekkekakis et al. (2005a) dual-mode model, which hypothesized

that acute affective responses should remain pleasurable in the moderate domain,

because cognitive processes have a low-to-moderate effect as the intensity does not

threaten the system. In the heavy domain, cognitive factors dominate and affective

responses will be variable with some individuals interpreting the intensity as plea-

surable and others as displeasurable. In the severe domain, affective responses will

be mostly of displeasure as the intensity poses a substantial threat to the system.

Hypothesis 3: Enjoyment Examining enjoyment showed no changes in PACES

questionnaire total scores along with no changes in positive and negative scores

over time in both types of sport. No differences between CrossFit and Pilates partic-

ipants in PACES scores could be determined. In this study, enjoyment has not been

affected by exercise intensity and this hypothesis has to be refused. Consistent with

Mullen et al. (2011) this is not altogether surprising, as aerobic and resistance train-

ing have each been associated with favorable self-reported changes in vitality, and

less favorable outcomes, including reduced pleasure and increased fatigue (Ekke-

kakis et al., 2008). On the other hand, these two training modes produce different

patterns of cognitive and brain changes. It is also possible that anticipated positive
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and negative emotions may have balanced out the participants overall enjoyment.

Despite this, both groups experienced high rates of enjoyment on the scale.

Inter-individual Differences As shown in the results (6.3 Valence), low to mod-

erate intensity physical activity produced a linear shape of the affective response

and high intensity physical activity produced a quadratic shape.

Inter-individual (as well as intra-individual) differences of the affective response

can mainly be reported in the heavy domain of exercise intensity, with feelings of

pleasure and displeasure, what is equal to findings of previous studies (e.g. Ekkeka-

kis, 2003). Moderate intensity is associated with pleasure, whereas severe intensity

of exercise is associated with displeasure. Out of the 16 participants in CrossFit,

14 either responsed in exactly the same manner than on group-level average or re-

ported roughly congruent pattern of change, with three out of them not entering the

negative zone of feelings. Only two (but 12,5% in this case) individuals revealed

considerable differences in the magnitude and direction of affective change, than

the other. This approves the conclusions of Ekkekakis and Petruzzello (2002) and

Raedeke (2007), that there can be no such thing as a global "exercise-specific affect"

in as much as research compellingly indicates that not all individuals experience the

same affective responses and obtain the same psychological benefits to all types of

exercise conditions and across all exercise settings.

8 Conclusion

The design of this study, in nontraditional naturalistic settings, using a target group

which can be assigned to society, in a field setting at the sample CrossFit and Pilates,

followed the request of Raedeke (2007) and Biddle and Fuchs (2009), to translate

findings from research into practice. Taking into account that the majority of re-

search, examining affective responses to exercise, has been conducted in laboratory

settings, it is appropriate to translate findings into ecologically valid "real-world"

settings. The results show that there are differences between affects in physical
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activities of high intensity and light to moderate intensity during exercise. Con-

sequently, beyond the oft-cited observation that "exercise makes you feel better"

(Fox, 1999), exercise might also produce changes that are unpleasant. This case

could also show postexercise improvement in valence compared with preexercise in

high intensity training, after a massive rebound of negative feelings during exercise.

Compared with low to moderate intensity training, the affective benefits had the

same height from pre- to postexercise. If the huge magnitude from lowest pleasure

ratings to highest pleasure ratings in high intensity training can play a larger role

in exercise adherence than merely feelings of displeasure can not be told yet. Just

as the fact, if regular attendance to high intensity training can promote adoptions in

feeling patterns to positivity, is unclear.

Ending with an example of physical exercise adoption and thereby supposed affec-

tive beneficence. Considering an average person with no interest in sport attendance

in cases of health prevention. As result of sedentary living over a period of decades,

the fitness (or maximal aerobic capacity) of this person is very poor and the body

mass index lies between being regarded normal weight or overweight, thus being

healthy. This person performs light rated (< 3 METs14) physical activities, such as

walking with < 4 km/h, playing trumpet, watering plants, in the domain of moder-

ate intensity. Performing moderate rated (3-6 METs) physical activities, including

such common everyday tasks as bicycling < 16 km/h (for leisure, to work or for

pleasure), general house cleaning, moving furniture or walking to work or class, the

persons would enter unintentional the heavy domain of intensity. In this domain va-

lence is more likely to be negative and would lead into a reduction in pleasure. This

leads to the idea, to reduce displeasure of physical activity in everyday tasks, with

the ambition to prepare people better to common intensities with physical exercise.

With training in high intensities, a greater exercise tolerance can be achieved and

recruits a process, which confers enduring resilience to stress (see Salmon, 2001).

14The Metabolic Equivalent of Task is a physiological measure expressing the energy cost of
physical activities. It is defined as the ratio of metabolic rate during a specific physical activity.
1 MET is considered as the Resting Metabolic Rate obtained during quiet sitting (Ainsworth et al.,
2000)
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Transferred, there is a shift of intensity domains and physical every day activities

are performed with a lighter intensity, not causing negative affects and therefore

people feeling better. Merely exercise training with heavy intensity, which in many

cases would exceed the preferred level, increases displeasure, which causes peo-

ple not attending to training classes. As a result a type of sport is needed, which

motivates to train with high intensity, experiencing all the physiological and psycho-

logical processes, which are normally tried to be avoided and leading to established

postexercise "affective beneficence". This "feel-better" effect can increase the like-

lihood of participating to following bouts of high intense exercise. CrossFit has the

potential to create an environment, with its competition like group setting, covenant

class bookings, self-efficacy gaining training modalities and quazi-exclusive paying

members, that triggers people to adhere. Novices attending to a free CrossFit test-

training class do know that it will be a rather intensive training - and affiliates can

only offer these first classes at no charge, with knowing they are likely to sign in.
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Limitations and Acknowledgments

Limitations and recommendations for future research

The primary limitation of this study is the small and perhaps nonrepresentative sam-

ple that did not include men. Further limitations are expected due to the naturalistic

setting. The dimension of the influence of group settings, music and trainer person-

ality are unclear. It is also important to point out that postexercise assessments were

limited to 10 min, allowing the possibility of additional changes in affect beyond

this time point.

Future research is also needed to examine the qualities of naturalistic settings, which

influence enjoyment and affective responses. Understanding those qualities may

shed insights on environmental characteristics, which can be considered in the de-

sign and implementation of exercise programs, likely to lead to positive affective

changes that could account for a part of the variability in physical activity behavior

and adherence.
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Appendix I

Table 13: CrossFit Workouts

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

1 AMRAP 15

Boxjumps [G] 15

Situps [G] 15

Ringrows [G] 15

Wallballs [W] 15

WOD Type Rounds [time] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

2 Rounds for time 4 [12-16 min]
Pullups [G] 10

Burpees [G] 15

Airsquats [G] 20

WOD Type Rounds [time] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

3 Rounds for time 5 [15 min]
Deadlifts [W] 8

Situps [G] 20

Run [M] 200 m

WOD Type Rounds [time] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

4 Rounds for time 3 [18 min]

Row [M] 1 min

KB-Swings [W] 1 min

Pushups [G] 1 min

Boxjumps [G] 1 min

Wallballs [W] 1 min

Rest [G] 1 min

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

5 EMOM 6-14 Thrusters [W] Death by

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

6 AMRAP 12

Situps [G] 12

Pushups [G] 10

Medball
Cleans

[W] 8
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WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

7 Teams of 2 or 3 6-8

Row [M] 800 m

KB-Swings [W] 70

Pullups [G] 40

Row [M] 400 m

KB-Swings [W] 50

Pullups [G] 20

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

8 21-15-9-4 6-8

Wallballs [W] 21

Burpees [G] 4

Wallballs [W] 15

Burpees [G] 9

Wallballs [W] 9

Burpees [G] 15

Wallballs [W] 4

Burpees [G] 21

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

9 AMRAP 7
Clean & Jerk [W] 7

Doubleundersa

or Thugjumps
[M] 10

WOD Type Time [min] Exercises [modality] Repetitions

10 AMRAP 15

Boxjumps [G] 15

Situps [G] 15

Ringrows [G] 15

Wallballs [W] 15

aA doubleunder is a jump rope exercise in which the rope makes two passes per jump instead of
just one.
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Appendix II

Borgskala
Skala zur Bestimmung des Anstrengungsempfindens

6 Überhaupt nicht anstrengend

7
Extrem leicht

8

9 Sehr leicht

10

11 Leicht

12

13 Etwas anstrengend

14

15 Anstrengend schwer

16

17 Sehr anstrengend

18

19 Extrem anstrengend

20 Maximale Anstrengung
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Appendix III

Feelingscale
Skala zum Erfassen der Gefühle

+5 Very good

+4

+3 Good

+2

+1 Fairly good

0 Neutral

-1 Fairly bad

-2

-3 Bad

-4

-5 Very bad
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Appendix VI

Erklärung

Ich versichere, dass die vorliegende Arbeit selbstständig verfasst und keine an-
deren als die angegebenen Hilfsmittel benutzt sowie die Stellen der Arbeit, die
anderen Werken dem Wortlaut oder dem Sinn nach entnommen sind, durch
Angabe der Quellen kenntlich gemacht wurden.

....................................................
(Datum und Unterschrift)
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